
Professional Monitoring



Hi 👋 we’re Noonlight 
Professional Monitoring!



OUR MISSION

To protect and comfort 
people so they can live freely.



Noonlight Consumer App

Noonlight Responder Interface

Noonlight APIs

WORKS WITH

OUR 
PLATFORM

hold until safe

Leverage insight into consumer’s unmet 
safety needs to drive new product capabilities

Empower other companies to add 24/7 professional monitoring via 
simple, affordable APIs

Facilitate faster, more informed emergency response using rich data

Leveraging partnerships to extend value to 
other industries/use-cases

Noonlight receiver technology 

Dealers

Expand reach w/in 
home and commercial 
security industry 

Extend integration formats to broaden service applicability / utility



Todays monitoring solutions are generally clunky and out dated 
The result: sub-par experiences for your customers & you, the dealer, being left having to manage customers 
through manual, time consuming processes

Account onboarding requires date entry (location, devices, 
contacts, etc.) across multiple locations.

Cumbersome account 
onboarding and management

Testing / troubleshooting systems often requires reaching out via 
phone to the central station to  put account in test, collect 

additional information, etc. 

Long, manual testing/troubleshooting procedures 

Users missing calls or not having the neccessary context increase 
likelihood of false alarms and unhappy customers. 

Poor end user experience leading to increased 
false alarms/dispatches and higher attrition 

PROBLEM

Engaging with your customers via SMS has shown to reduce false 
alarms by more than 50%. Contact cards allow your customers to 
save Noonlight in their phone so they never miss a text or call again, 
not even in “silent mode”. Rich context passed to our dispatchers 
allows them to effectively help customers in a time of need.

Integrations with top alarm platforms such alarm.com allow us to 
pull data directly into our system saving you time, energy and the 
headache of hoping it was entered properly.

Automatically sync data across alarm platforms

Trying to test a new install? Adding a sensor and want to ensure it 
was set up properly? Put your accounts in test with the click of a 
button.

Test new or updated installations 
with the click of a button

Deliver best in class monitoring for your customer 

SOLUTION

http://alarm.com


Our solution



✓ Accelerated account onboarding 
Automatically sync data from your alarm platform provider, 
removing the need for double data entry, allowing you to focus on 
high-priority tasks and delivering incredible customer service. 

Pull in everything from location and account holders to device/
zone information. 

✓ System & sensor setup verification made 
easy
Tired of having to deal with your monitoring center just to put an 
account in test? And then again to find out if the system works?  

With Noonlight you can put accounts into “test mode” with the 
click of a buttoning our mobile friendly portal.

Streamlining account onboarding and management 



Reducing false dispatches

*Secondary person added to alarm

*Tertiary person added to alarm

Provide your users the protection they deserve without the burden of unnecessary false alarms

✓ Increase response with SMS and Contact 
cards
Engaging with your customers via SMS has shown to reduce false alarms by 
more than 50%, and that's just the beginning. 

Noonlight contact cards allow your customers to always know who is texting 
and calling and bypass silent mode, allowing them to stay informed and reduce 
false dispatches. 

✓ Filtering out the noise
Noonlight’s technology and protocols are constantly being updated as both the 
system and we learn. With input from human feedback and machine learning we 
can more intelligently handle and filter potential emergencies.  

Add an extra layer of filtration with Noonlight’s video verification solution.



Our technology allows our agents deliver your customers the highest quality of service 
Delivering an amazing customer experience

✓ Caring & knowledgable dispatchers
Armed with rich contextual data, our trained agents stay focused 
on the goal of providing assistance with humanity and 
compassion in any situation.   

Tailored SMS and phone calls deliver a comforting, personal 
experience during times of need, while keeping your customers 
informed throughout the entire emergency response process. 

✓ Fast, informed response
Noonlight processes and rich contextual data allows us to get 
answers quickly and accelerate dispatching through verified 
emergencies.  



We know migration can be a long painful process. With Noonlight, its as simple as connecting to your alarm platform  
and letting us do the rest. We pull in all the necessary information and activate your accounts within minutes.

Simplifying the migration process 



Delivering a faster, more informed response



P95 time to first operator 
touchpoint

Video monitoring 
events handled per day

Noonlight human 
handled alarms to date

Dedicated operatorsRedundant locations 
Lafayette, Baton Rouge, Chicago

Industry Leading Standards & Handle Volume

923

1M+ :10 sec 10K+



Thank you

nate_whitaker@noonlight.com

mailto:nate_whitaker@noonlight.com

